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The Israel Export and International
Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing
business with Israeli companies.
Established and funded by the government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise in
technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli
companies spans more than half a century. Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to
relevant businesses and government resources. IEICI will provide the information you need
to connect, negotiate and do business all over the world. On behalf of the Israel Export
Institute I would like to invite you to review this catalog of leading Israeli companies that
will participate in our national pavilion at Automotive World Japan.
The automotive and mobility fields will change dramatically in the next decade as a
result of technological progress, changes in regulations and consumer behaviors. These
fundamental shifts will enable new players and business models to make their own market
inroads. This situation is ideal for Israeli companies, which possess inventive solutions to
support the industry’s changing landscape.
Although Israel does not engage in large scale vehicle manufacturing, over the past few
years it has turned into a global autonomous driving and smart transportation lab. Israeli
companies, known for their innovation, are global car industry leaders specifically in
the field of autonomous car technologies. Advancements from Israel in transportation
management systems, computer vision, voice control, gesture and graphic recognition,
cyber security, location based services, big data and more are transforming the driving
experience to make it smarter, faster, safer and more energy efficient.

■ Erez

Gold
Manager, Automotive , Smart Cities, Industry 4.0
■ T :+972 3 5142 939 ■ Mobile: +972 52 7772 234
■ erezg@export.gov.il
■
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Foreign Trade Administration
The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry
manages and supports Israel’s international trade and trade policy.
With over 40 economic and trade missions in key financial centers throughout the world,
the FTA promotes Israel’s economy worldwide.
Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront of the Israeli government’s
efforts to boost Israeli industries in foreign markets.
The team of highly experienced economic representatives and business consultants
provide a wide range of services to Israeli companies and to the international business
community.

■ Ms.

Noa Asher
Minister, Head of Economic & Trade Mission
■ T : +81 3 3264 398 , +81 6 61255406
■ israeljapaneconomy@israeltrade.gov.il
■ www.israel-kezai.org
■
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www.aigent-tech.com

Solution at a Glance
Hermes, next generation ITS platform, enables mobility service provides to offer services based on electric vehicles,
internal combustion engine vehicles (and future autonomous vehicles).
Hermes capabilities:
 Up to 5000 vehicles (per city) & up to 15 passengers/vehicle
 Maximum vehicles utilization
 Dynamic upfront pricing & opponents learning
 Commuters’ QoS management
 ‘walk-towards pick-up point’ guidelines
 ‘Next best action’ driver application (human drivers) / ‘next best action’ APIs for AVs
 Commuters’ application
 Highly accurate real-time ETAs/ETPs
 Operator screen and advanced analytics to monitor service performance
 ‘SHOPHEUR’ on the go micro-shopping service
 Charging / Fast chagrining scheduling
 EVB consideration on route planning to get optimal OPEX management including v2g charging policy
 Real-time data driven ITS emulator enables … ‘off-line’ learning, planning and testing different deployment
strategies before real-life deployment

Our Offering
AiGENT-TECH provides ‘high-tech’ tools to make your mobility services successful:
 Next generation mobility as a service platform (Hermes)
 Simulation and planning tool (Athena)
 Support and consulting to make your service successful

Customer's Challenges
Mobility service provides are facing competition from ride-sharing/last mile deliveries ‘high-tech’ companies.
Hermes, AI based mobility white label platform, enables mobility service providers to compete in one of the most
cost sensitive markets, offering best service with minimum prices.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators:
Hermes, next generation ITS platform, supports:
 AI based solution maximize urban mobility service provider profits
 End-2-end pooling and last mile deliveries platform including user app/ driver app and back-end monitoring
screens
 Upfront pricing & opponents learning deep-RL engine to make sure quotations are the best
 AI based solution manage commuter’s quality of service along the way
 Add on advanced services such as “micro-shopping on the go”
 Mixed fleets with electric vehicles and internal combustion engine vehicles (and future AVs)

Return to Table of Contents
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www.alango.com

Solution at a Glance
Alango’s DSP processing technologies improve the quality of voice communication and audio experience in a
variety of real life scenarios reducing different types of noise, enhancing speech, canceling acoustic echo and
dynamically equalizing signal volume and spectrum according to dynamic acoustic conditions.
Company’s automotive portfolio includes software packages for handsfree voice communication, In-Car
communication, audio enhancement, speech recognition improvement and volume and frequency equalization.
Alango offers clear and intelligible sound in challenging environmental conditions and efficient design, requiring
relatively low computational complexity.

Our Offering
The most extensive portfolio of front-end speech processing technologies in the market
Licensing of technologies for a variety of applications, NRE (porting, customization, support)
Solid customer base and millions of deployed products worldwide

Customer's Challenges
OEM customers:
Add voice communication, recognition and audio enhancement to your next SoC
Availability for different DSP cores and HW platforms
Simple tuning for various designs and acoustic components
Detailed description of algorithms and controlling parameters
Field proven and well documented set of APIs
Support in adoption and integration
Compliance with a variety of international standards
End customers:
Clear and intelligible sound regardless of environmental conditions
Noise and echo cancellation
Speech recognition enhancement
Automotive music, entertainment and intercom
Automatic, ambient noise-dependent loudspeaker equalization
Automatic voice compensation

Unique Differentiators
We help our customers to provide end users with the best possible product by supporting them in the development
process. This includes implementation and optimization of our technologies for specific computational platforms,
development of custom hardware and reference designs, technology customization as well as help in fine-tuning
of final products. We support our customers every step of the way – from initial product concept through mass
production and beyond.

Company References and Strategic Partners:
Hyundai Mobis, CSR, Cadence, Sensory, CEVA, ARM, Synopsys

Company references
Main partners: mentioned above
Investors: a private owned company

Return to Table of Contents
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www.argus-sec.com

Solution at a Glance
Argus helps automakers, suppliers and fleet managers prevent, understand and respond to cyber attacks
throughout the vehicle lifespan. Built by automotive and cyber experts on the innovation of 44 granted and
pending automotive patents, Argus offers the most comprehensive, modular and multi-layered protection from
vehicle hacking in the industry.
Argus solutions detect and respond to cyber-attacks in the vehicle regardless of the platform: performance
(connected) ECUs, embedded ECUs, gateways and dongles. A security operation center and over-the-air updates
solution provide automakers with additional detection and response from the cloud to fight for safety, security and
privacy on public roads.

Our Offering
Argus helps automakers, suppliers and fleet managers prevent, understand and respond to cyber attacks
throughout the vehicle lifespan. Built by automotive and cyber experts on the innovation of 44 granted and
pending automotive patents, Argus offers the most comprehensive, modular and multi-layered protection from
vehicle hacking in the industry.

Customer's Challenges
Connected vehicles are vulnerable to cyber attacks. With tens of millions of connected vehicles already on the road
– and hundreds of millions more by 2020 – threatening the safety and privacy of motorists, passengers, bystanders
and property. Recognized by The Wall Street Journal, Inc. Magazine and Fast Company as a leading global
technology company, Argus works with automakers, suppliers and fleet managers to protect all types of connected
cars, commercial vehicles and vehicle fleets from cyber attacks.

Unique Differentiators
Argus Cyber Security is a global leader in automotive cyber security offering the most comprehensive offering of
cyber security solutions and services to prevent, understand and respond to cyber attacks on connected vehicles.
Argus solutions work in the vehicle to detect and respond to attacks in real time regardless of the platform:
performance (connected) ECUs, embedded ECUs, gateways and dongles. In the cloud, Argus enables situational
awareness and additional protection and response throughout the lifetime of the vehicle. Argus continually
outperforms competitors in third-party evaluations with near-zero false positive and highest detection rates.

Company references
Main partners: Qualcomm, NXP, Infineon, Elektrobit, STMicroelectronics, Intel, Renesas

Return to Table of Contents
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www.enigmatos.com

Solution at a Glance
Our unique approach – DCIP (Deep Car Identity Profiling) ™ - is that each vehicle, each ECU and each message
on the vehicle's communication network has a unique signature. We generate them by uploading all vehicle’s
communication data to the cloud and analyzing it with our proprietary machine learning algorithms. These
signatures are then utilized to calibrate the dynamic protection suite which is stored on the in-car SW agent.
Whether the vehicle is connected to the cloud or offline – we analyze in real time any message on the CAN network,
detect its source and understand its context.

Our Offering
Enigmatos offers a multi layered, dynamic Intrusion Detection and Prevention System to offer early detection and
protect vehicles from malicious HW or SW cyber-attacks. Enigmatos tailors the protection policy to the specific
“DNA” of each vehicle.
Our cutting-edge technology is SW based and built for existing and future vehicle architectures.

Customer's Challenges
Protecting a car is challenging. Our vehicle is a complex network of computers on the move – today’s vehicles
have dozens of Electronic Control Units (ECU’s) and more than 100M code lines. Connectivity adds multiple attack
surfaces leaving the car and its passengers vulnerable. Moreover, two vehicles even if are the same model and
same year are different – assembly line differences, different use cases and different changes over time will result
in a completely different profile for each vehicle. Even minor differences might affect the ability to accurately detect
attacks. The protection policy needs to be tailored to the specific “DNA” of each vehicle for maximum accuracy.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Having 100% visibility into the vehicle’s communication data ensures reliable and precise detection and prevention
of any malicious HW or SW cyber-attack. This cutting edge technology tackles variety of known and unknown
cyber-attacks, and provides comprehensive post incident analysis. used to update the in-car SW agent with new
protection rules.
Our patent pending solution is SW based, built for existing and future vehicle architectures, is interoperable with all
vendors platforms, devised by a team of automotive, cyber security and machine learning experts and leverages on
the synergy of our experience with the findings of research.

Company references
Since its inception Enigmatos founders met with many OEM’s, Tier 1’s and other players in the automotive industry in
order to understand their needs and develop a product that offers an excellent product-market fit.
These days Enigmatos negotiates with various potential customers and partners worldwide.

Return to Table of Contents
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www.eyesight-tech.com

Solution at a Glance
Eyesight offers advanced in-cabin sensing solutions which utilize Computer Vision and AI to enhance the driving
experience and increase safety. Offering three main products: Driver Sense, Driver Control and Cabin Sense. Driver
Sense- monitors drivers in real-time to detect inattentiveness or drowsiness enabling life-saving alerts. The Driver
Sense solution further identifies the driver to trigger relevant settings for personalizing the in-cabin environment.
Cabin Sense - provides cabin occupancy detection, allowing to optimize safety systems according to passengers
present. Driver Control - enables touch-free control over infotainment using simple gestures which reduce the
driver’s cognitive load and enhance in-cabin interactions.

Our Offering
Eyesight’s Driver Sense- provides real-time tracking of the driver’s state, tracking head-pose, eyelids, blink
rate, gaze vector, among other features. Furthermore, Driver Sense offers Driver Identification capabilities (for
personalization and analytic purposes). Driver Control – offers touch-free interaction in the in-car environment.
Cabin Sense – detects in-cabin occupancy in real-time.

Customer's Challenges
With Eyesight’s in-cabin sensing capabilities, drivers not only enjoy better driving experiences, but also benefit
from safer road experiences. Every year 1.24M road collision deaths occur, and 74% of these are caused by driver
inattentiveness. With Eyesight’s in-cabin sensing capabilities drivers are monitored in real-time to detect and alert
driver inattentiveness and drowsiness to avoid potentially hazardous situations on the road. The technology offers
high performance with lean system requirements, capable of running 7 neural networks locally on ARM processors.
eyeSight’s solutions are fully private: no image is stored, recorded, or transmitted from the device, enabling
personalized experiences with full security.

Unique Differentiators
 Eyesight’s computer vision solutions offer high performance with lean system requirements, and may be used
with existing hardware in the vehicle.
 Eyesight’s computer vision solutions are fully embedded, optimized for lean edge processing, and are capable
of running advanced AI, together with traditional computer vision algorithms, locally in real-time.
 Eyesight’s solutions are fully private, no image ever leaves the vehicle and the system does not record or store
any video.
 Eyesight is the only computer vision company in the automotive realm offering a complete in-cabin sensing
solution: driver sensing, cabin sensing as well as touch-free gesture control.

Company references
Eyesight has partnered with Jabil to develop next-gen in-cabin sensors. Eyesight partnered with Soling, a leading
Chinese Teir-1, to bring Eyesight’s DMS to China. Eyesight also partnered with Exsun, a top 3 GPS and Telematics
provider from China to deliver a Driver Monitoring aftermarket product to the Chinese Commercial Trucking
industry. Eyesight partnered with SEAT presenting Eyesight’s DMS in the SEAT Cristobal. More info available under
NDA.

Company references
Main partners: Jabil, Seat, Soling, LG, Analog Devices, Exsun.
Investors: Jebsen Capital, Arie Capital, Mitsui Capital, Kuang-Chi, GlenRock, Intercapital, Mac Gp

Return to Table of Contents
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www.foresightauto.com

Solution at a Glance
Foresight’s breakthrough QuadSight™ system sets a new bar for autonomous vehicle vision – it features near
100% obstacle detection with near zero false alerts, under all weather and lighting conditions (including complete
darkness, rain, haze, fog and glare).

Our Offering
The QuadSight™ system, a first of its kind quad-camera multi-spectral vision solution for autonomous vehicles,
is driven by advanced and proven image processing algorithms. The system is a seamless fusion of 4 cameras – 2
sets of stereoscopic infrared and visible-light cameras, enabling highly accurate and reliable obstacle detection.

Customer's Challenges
Dealing with any weather conditions
Dealing with challenging lighting conditions
Detection at high speeds
Detection at long ranges

Unique Differentiators









Accurate - near 100% object detection and 0% false alerts
Absolute - all obstacle detection, regardless of shape, form or material
Reliable - operates in all weather and lighting conditions
Proven - based on mature proprietary stereoscopic technology
3D Images - advanced algorithms for accurate stereo vision
Sensor Fusion - fusing daylight and Infrared cameras for seamless 24-hour vision
Automatic Calibration - full aspect auto-calibration for system robustness
Non-emitting Sensor - interference and hazard free

Return to Table of Contents
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www.hailotech.com

Solution at a Glance
Hailo has revolutionized the way memory, control and compute operate and interconnect. We have redesigned the
entire technology stack all the way up to the frameworks used to describe NN. Our technology describes structure
not rules, far more native to deep learning and more efficient. In terms of power consumption and speed, our
processor architecture does to massively parallel GPUs what GPUs have done to CPUs.

Our Offering
Hailo’s offering is a chip accompanied by an SDK. The revolutionary technology brings data-center performance
to processors of 3 types: sensor-attached processor for local processing of high-resolution inputs; sensor-hub
processor that handles data fusion from multiple sensors, and a co-processor that handles the deep-learning
workload of an ECU.

Customer's Challenges
While massive parallel-processing GPUs have established themselves as the standard for automotive AI
applications, ECUs in autonomous vehicles cannot keep up with the computing load for real-time decision-making
and must rely on power hungry, large and expensive general-purpose solutions to process the deep learning
for making instantaneous decisions. Hailo’s breakthrough processor technology design will deliver data center
performance while slashing costs and power requirements. Hailo enables sensors and ECUs to process massive
amounts of data in unprecedentedly low power and area budgets.

Unique Differentiators
ECUs in autonomous vehicles cannot keep up with the computing load for real-time decision-making and must
rely on power hungry, large and expensive general-purpose solutions to process the deep learning for making
instantaneous decisions.
Hailo enables sensors and ECUs to process massive amounts of data in unprecedentedly low power and area
budgets. The technology brings data-center performance to small, low-power processors of 3 types: sensorattached processor for local processing of high-resolution inputs; sensor-hub processor that integrates and
processes data from multiple sensors, and a co-processor that handles the deep-learning load of an ECU.

Company References and Strategic Partners:
Hailo is currently working with leading partners in the automotive industry to build the next generation of smart
sensors and powerful computing platforms that will enable in-situ deep learning, accelerating the development of
ADAS and fully self-driving vehicles.

Company references
Main partners: undisclosed
Investors: Ourcrowd, Maniv Mobility, Drive accelerator fund: Next Gear; Angel investors, Hailo Chairman Zohar
Zisapel, Delek Motors CEO Gil Agmon.

Return to Table of Contents
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www.jungo.com

Solution at a Glance
CoDriver from Jungo focuses on in-cabin detection using advanced computer vision and deep learning techniques.
It works in two modes – the first for the driver and the second for the entire cabin. Using CoDriver, car OEMs and
tier-1 manufacturers can develop Driver Monitoring System and Cabin Monitoring Systems to include features
such as:
 Driver Drowsiness Detection
 Driver Distraction Detection
 Driver/Passenger Identification
 Driver Readiness to Take Control
 Age Estimation
 Gender Estimation
 Emotion Estimation
 And much more…

Our Offering
CoDriver is an SDK for PC and embedded systems with intuitive API for control and configuration to match customer
needs. New features and improvements are offered to existing customers on a quarterly basis. CoDriver utilizes
hardware acceleration when available and required in order to maximize system performance

Customer's Challenges
The car cabin is very unique, in a sense that it includes difficult environmental effects, such as vibrations and
constantly changing lighting conditions. As such, a robust computer vision solution for the car cabin needs to
work perfectly in a sterile lab environment, but that is not enough. It also needs to work just as well in a moving car,
with various conditions changing on the fly. To overcome this challenge, Jungo has developed a unique method of
training its algorithms and deep learning networks for the most extreme environmental scenarios that may occur
in the car cabin, and by doing so – Jungo ensures that CoDriver is ready for real world use.
CoDriver is used by some of the biggest names in the Japanese automotive market and is set to launch in
commercial products on the road in 2019

Unique Differentiators
 Software solution, portable to different hardware/camera combinations
 Breakthrough AI results using affordable cameras
 Rapid innovation introduction – release new version 4 times per year

Company References and Strategic Partners:
 10s of customers globally including ~15 in Japan (car OEMs and Tier-1)
 Partnerships with major sensor makers such as OnSemiconductors and OnmiVision
 Integrated with major automotive platforms (Renesas, Intel, NXP and more…)

Return to Table of Contents
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www.regulus.com

Solution at a Glance

Regulus offers a variety of sensor protection products, the main solution offered at the moment for automotive
industry is the satellite navigation spoofing protection.
Regulus Pyramid™ GNSS for connected and autonomous vehicles is a standalone module that can also integrate
seamlessly with the existing GPS receiver and is designed to protect the navigation system from attacks like
spoofing and jamming. As part of our SVS (Sensor Validation Suite), Regulus is also working on a security solution
offering for LiDAR and Radar.
The technology focuses on keeping cars safe at all times so that autonomous navigation will be smooth and
seamless.

Our Offering
The Pyramid™ suite of products was created to provide peace of mind, lower insurance rates and liability, and
minimize equipment risk in an ever-evolving threat and interference environment. The Pyramid™ technology is the
backbone of connected and autonomous car safety.

Customer's Challenges
Sensors (GNSS, LiDAR, Radar) are prone to different physical hacks that can be achieved without hacking into the
ECUs of a car via the Internet. Hardware equipment for a GPS spoofing attack is available online for a mere $200,
while the necessary software is open-source based and can be downloaded for free. The increasing feasibility of
spoofing and jamming attacks poses serious dangers to any platform dependent on sensors.
The major benefit in implementing Regulus’ technology is ensuring the complete safety of the car’s sensors and
proving a crucial competitive edge to Tier 1 & OEMs automotive cyber security.

Unique Differentiators
Regulus is developing Pyramid - the first "Security Center" for vehicles and other platforms, defending both data
links and sensors such as GPS, LiDAR and Radar from smart physical hacks.
Pyramid GNSS V2 include spoofing and jamming detection and mitigation, with all constellations.
Pyramid LiDAR V1 Include spoofing and blinding defense and mitigation.
Pyramid Radar V1 Include spoofing defense system.
The entire set of sensors is bundled in one smart package – The Sensor Validation System (SVS), which is suitable
for any commercial application due to its light weight and small form factor.

Company References and Strategic Partners:
Regulus today is initially engaged with leading companies and organizations - OEMs, Tier 1, high-tech
companies and government agencies in the automotive, aviation and telecom industries, running pilots towards
commercialization of Pyramid in 2019. Among the successful pilots and cooperations are AT&T, NASA (in
partnership with North Dakota UAS test site) and SwissDrones.

Company references
Main partners: Tier 1 Autonomotive, NASA, government agencies, cyber companies
Investors: Sierra Ventures, Canaan Partners, F2 Capital, Technion

Return to Table of Contents
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www.silentium.com

Solution at a Glance
Silentium is a leading provider of Broadband Active Noise Control technology and adaptive sound management
solutions. With superior technological development we are able to eliminate up to 90% of un wanted sound – no
matter if it’s Road noise, Wind noise, Engine, or even AC noise.

Our Offering

Silentium has developed unique Active Noise Control (ANC) technology and an entire disruptive sound
management solution, incorporating proprietary, innovative algorithms that adaptively follow the changes in the
noise spectrum, achieving extraordinary results. Silentium technology can be integrated into the Infotainment
system in the car.

Customer's Challenges
Our clients can offer their customers a superior Automotive acoustic signature, which is a competitive edge. That
edge can be the relative peace and quiet that comes with Active Noise Control. Today HEV/EV cars are extremely
light and have a challenge to keep the acoustic signature low, using Silentium QB technology they can achieve their
goals.

Unique Differentiators
Competitive Edge – Quiet Bubble technology provide a quieter in cabin noise in the spectrum of 30Hz-1000 Hz,
which gives your car a clear and distinct advantage over the competitors
Lighter- When you incorporate an ANC solution, your products will require less sound dampener material, meaning
less bulk and lighter products
Energy Efficiency - The product saves energy as the weight of the car is been reduce.

Return to Table of Contents
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www.taditel.com

Solution at a Glance
Taditel develops and produces a large number of applications that can be found in sophisticated nowadays cars:
Voltage Regulators (light & HD), Rectifiers, Motor and valve control types of applications.
TADITEL offers a variety of technologies including:
 LIN interface 12V & 24V capable with Programmable functions and configurations
 CAN interface 12V & 24V capable with Programmable functions and configurations
Taditel’s Quality Methodology enables World-Class Quality levels of single-digit PPM as well as maintaining 0 PPM
on certain products for multiple years.

Our Offering
Taditel Employees have been instrumental in the development of ASVR for 30 years as part of the Delphi GM
organization
Design with leading chip manufacturer ASIC’s for various applications
Technical Lead in the development of a universal programmable regulator chip for LIN
Software support for serial communication protocols including I2C, LIN and CAN
Key Process Develop
 SMT reflow soldering and wave soldering (both Lead-free)
 Adhesive joining
 Welding (Passive components, Active components, Bi-metal and Tri-metal stacks)
 Ultrasonic welding of plastic joints
 Silicone based and epoxy based potting expertise
End of Line testing – Develop full coverage final test hardware and software In-house

Customer's Challenges
Full capacity for full-scale development with the Build to Spec approach
Advanced production capabilities based on advanced production lines guaranteeing high quality over time
High accessibility to international markets through production and sales sites in Europe, Asia and the USA
Infrastructure and extensive experience in the field of electrical testing and the development of advanced
production technologies in response to a wide range of applications in the Company's field of operations

Unique Differentiators
Taditel operates several production and sales centers, both for the OEM segment and for the AFMT segment
Major production sites: Israel and China
Deployment of target countries:
Israel - mainly for Europe, the US, India, Brazil and South Africa
China - mainly for domestic market in China, India and Japan
USA - mainly for North America and Mexico

Company references
Main partners: SEG, BorgWarner, Prestolite, MPA
Investors: Haargaz group

Return to Table of Contents
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www.trieye.tech

Solution at a Glance
Trieye develops cutting-edge SWIR sensing technology to address the challenge of safe and reliable ADAS and
autonomous vehicles under adverse weather and low visibility conditions. The company's unique semiconductor
design uses patent-pending technology which enables mass production of shortwave infrared (SWIR) cameras
at a fraction of their current cost. TriEye's solution enables HD Image data under any condition and seamless
integration with existing computer vision algorithms. Established in 2016 and based on a decade of academic
research, the company first product, TE Raven, will start shipping on Q2 2019.

Our Offering
TriEye SWIR imaging is imperative for ADAS and AV’s safety by providing a cost-effective, high-resolution SWIR
imager sensor which enable to see under night, or any other, adverse weather and low visibility conditions. TriEye
image sensor, Raven, data output enables seamless integration with existing computer vision algorithms, and will
start shipping in Q2 2019.

Customer's Challenges
Low visibility conditions - SWIR enables image data even under night, adverse weather and low visibility conditions.
Also, SWIR enables better perception of the road. i.e ice detection on the road
Range and Resolution - Trieye HD resolution enables over 200m detection and recognition in any lighting condition
Cost and Scale - TriEye uses patent-pending technology which enables mass-production of shortwave infrared
(SWIR) cameras at a fraction of their current cost.
Time to market - Trieye enables seamless integration with existing deep learning and vision algorithms.
Mounting position - Trieye can be placed behind the windshield or in the headlamps.

Unique Differentiators
Trieye SWIR image sensor enables image data even under night, adverse weather and low visibility conditions. also,
SWIR enables better perception of the road. i.e ice detection on the road
Trieye semiconductor technology enables megapixel SWIR sensor and high sensor sensitivity to achieve longrange detection for automotive applications
Trieye semiconductor technology enables mass production and small form factor SWIR image sensor
Trieye uses patent-pending technology which enables mass production of SWIR cameras at a fraction of their
current cost.
Existing deep learning algorithms can use SWIR image data.
Trieye enables mounting behind windshield and headlamps glass.

Company references
Main partners: Dov Moran, inventor of the USB Stick, is TriEye's chairman
Investors: Grove Ventures

Return to Table of Contents
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www.upstream.auto

Solution at a Glance
Upstream security is the first cloud based solution for securing connected automotive fleets. Upstream Security's
solution encompasses cyber security protection, fleet and business policy enforcement and vehicle and driver
insights analytics and is 100% non-intrusive allowing for seamless integration with existing command-andcontrol frameworks used by most fleets. Upstream leverages big data and machine learning to provide OEMs and
vehicle fleets with unprecedented, comprehensive, and non-intrusive defense. With application security, real-time
data protection and anomaly detection, attacks are identified and blocked before they reach and harm the vehicle's
network.

Our Offering
 Cybersecurity for connected vehicles from Known and Unknown remote cyber attacks
 Fleet-wide end-to-end protection from three main connected cyberattack vectors: Single vehicle, fleet-wide
and automotive cloud
 Non-Intrusive deployment. Cloud based SaaS solution requiring no in-vehicle agents. Customers can start
using the platform immediately for vehicles on the road today
 Empowered by customer data and infrastructure. Upstream supercharges data already collected by
connected cars today with powerful machine learning and cybersecurity algorithms. No new hardware or
sensors required
 Data safety and privacy. Sensitive vehicle data is encrypted and anonymized prior to uploading and stored at
the highest levels of security.
 Automotive Cybersecurity health. Powerful analytics enabling visual drill down from entire fleet to individual
incidents, vehicles and drivers

Customer Challenges and Benefits
The automotive industry is undergoing rapid transformation and becoming a smart mobility ecosystem. At the
foundation of this ecosystem is connectivity. Connectivity brings with it a range of cyber security risks that
never existed before. Hackers could not access a vehicle without being physically near the vehicle. This changes
however when you introduce connectivity to the car. Upstream has created a cloud-based solution that prevents
cyberattacks on connected and autonomous vehicles, capable of protecting connected vehicles that are on the
road today or in the future.

Unique Differentiators
 Non-Intrusive deployment. Cloud based SaaS solution requiring no in-vehicle agents. Customers can start
using the platform immediately for vehicles on the road today
 Real-time machine learning and AI-based protection from known and unknown cyber-threats for connected
vehicles
 Detection of business policy violations such as identity theft and vehicle misuse
 Complete automotive stack analytics providing actionable insights

Company references
Main partners: Asgent (Strategic Partnership), one of the largest OEMs (non-public), one of the largest Telematics
Service Providers (non-public)
Investors: Maniv Mobility, Glilot Capital Partners, Charles River Ventures
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www.valens.com

Solution at a Glance
Valens’ HDBaseT Automotive chipsets provide a single, holistic, cost-effective approach to in-vehicle connectivity
by converging multiple high-speed native interfaces over the same link (such as audio, video, Ethernet, controls,
USB, PCIe and power). It simplifies and optimizes in-vehicle connectivity, enabling the smart infrastructure
necessary for the many cameras, sensors, LiDARs, smart antennas, displays and more. HDBaseT Automotive
enables simple and scalable architecture for multi-Gigabit throughput over the simplest cabling infrastructure
for up to 15 meters (including daisy-chaining, multistreaming, and networking), with near-zero latency and with
extraordinary capabilities to handle EMC requirements without compromising performance.

Our Offering

Valens’ VA6000 integrated circuit enables in-vehicle infotainment and USB support, daisy-chain and smart
antenna connectivity.

Customer Challenges and Benefits
As our cars become data center on wheels, in-vehicle connectivity must handle increased amounts of data, with
low latency and high resiliency to electromagnetic interferences. More devices, more cables, more connectors
translate into more weight and overall costs. HDBaseT provides the necessary optimization and flexibility to
transmit higher data rates, while eliminating extra cables and connectors, for an overall lower total system
cost. HDBaseT’s ability to converge different data types into one cable is another major benefit as it simplifies
connectivity and reduces the number of necessary cables.

Unique Differentiators
 Unprecedented multi-Gigabit throughput over the simplest cabling infrastructure: HDBaseT Automotive is a
scalable and modular technology, tunneling high-bandwidth data with near-zero latency.
 Extraordinary capabilities to handle EMC requirements without compromising performance: HDBaseT
Automotive is highly resistant to interference caused by adjacent systems, while minimizing its own
emissions. HDBaseT Automotive also guarantees redundancy for ultimate reliability.
 Convergence of multiple native interfaces over the same link: HDBaseT Automotive leads to substantially
lower system costs, by simplifying connectivity of different applications over the same link.
 Simple and scalable architecture, while enabling daisy-chaining, multistreaming, and networking

Company References and Strategic Partners:
Valens works with the leading OEMs and Tier-1s/2s in the market, in the USA, Europe and Asia Pacific (Japan, China,
and Korea).
Valens is the co-founder of the HDBaseT Alliance (along Sony Pictures, Samsung, and LG Electronics), a 200+
member strong organization tasked with advancing and promoting HDBaseT technology.

Company references
Investors: Genesis Partners, Magma, Aviv Venture Capital, Amiti, Mitsui Ventures, IGP, Aptiv, Samsung, MediaTek,
Goldman Sachs, Pegatron
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Solution at a Glance
3D Imaging sensor, multi-antenna Radar-on-a-Chip; 48 Tx/Rx antennas, at 77-81Ghz, with an embedded DSP
on chip. Allows providing a full In-Cabin monitoring, as well as 360 Coverage – for parking assistance, blind-spot
detection, navigation, and ADAS.
The sensor is w/o any visual images, thus keeping full privacy, independent of external conditions – like light/
color/weather.
Our Sensor provides both Point Cloud and post processed data over our API and SDK.

Our Offering
Vayyar Automotive solutions is a Multi-Antenna Array ASIC & reference design, including antenna and SW packages
and license. A module based on Vayyar sensor does not require an external ECU, and can run on both CANbus or
Ethernet.

Customer Challenges and Benefits
Today the automotive industry is looking for more data sources for safety, comfort, autonomous driving, and more.
The challenge of OEMs are:





To minimize the number of sensors (cost, installation location, weight, power)
Many sensors are dependent on light/weather conditions or color
Protect passengers privacy
Allow incremental features to be updated onto an existing infrastructure

Vayyar sensor is a multipurpose sensor, low cost, low power, small form factor, allow multiple applications,
including SW upgrade OTA, building a 3D imaging, with 1 sensor in the vehicle, in a concealed installation

Unique Differentiators
Vayyar's 3D imaging sensors provides a high resolution, multiple target, wide FOV, high-speed, low power low cost
solution.
"Imaging", without compromising on privacy; is independed of light/color/weather conditions, able to see thru
solid objects therefore allowing concealed installation.
The sensor is multi-function, allowing multiple features in parallel, reducing direct/indirect cost – by replacing
many sensors it can be updated with more features over time by a simple SW OTA upgrade.

Company references

Investors: ICV, Amiti, Bessemer, Battery, Walden Riverwood, Investech
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